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Recently, a mom encountered a man arousing himself sexually on a computer at the Mount Greenwood Library in Chicago (which is part of the Chicago Public Library System…and thus under the direction of the Board of Directors/Trustees for the Chicago Public Library). The mom reported what the man was doing to library staff, but the staff told her they would not do anything about it. Engaging in sexual arousal in public (particularly near children) is against the law: it's lewd behavior. Whether this is happening in a library, at Starbucks, on a park bench, or on a public bus or train, it's against the law for someone to be watching sexually arousing material or viewing sexually explicit material in a public setting. While the material being viewed itself might be legal to possess, the act of viewing it in public and the behavior involved in becoming sexually aroused in public constitutes lewd conduct prohibited by local ordinances (just as the act of having sex itself is legal in private for consenting adults but not allowed to happen in public anywhere in this country).

Library staff deliberately try to confuse this point: they want to shift your attention and claim that the sexually arousing material is first-amendment protected. While you are indeed allowed to view any kind of legal material that is sexually arousing in your home or in another private place, watching this stuff and arousing yourself to this in public is not allowed anywhere in Chicagoland. That includes people who are in a public library. Every community (even Chicago itself!) has ordinances on the books against lewd behavior in public. Chicago, surprisingly enough, has pretty strict nudity standards related to public behavior: people at a beach or on a parade float during the summer, for instance, must have their genitals covered and must adhere to other very specific rules regarding parts of the human body they cannot openly display in public. This goes for strippers too, working in bars or on the stages of nightclubs around town. These are decency standards that prevent sex from happening in public, as if people were animals. These standards apply to videos and photos that people are viewing in public: if they are sexually arousing in nature and content, they can't be watched in a public setting. And that includes in a public library.
The Mount Greenwood example that happened last week (early November 2014) is the latest in a long list of examples of public library employees lying to the public and saying that the library can't do anything about someone sexually arousing himself around children in a public library. The biggest problem is the public trusts the library staff to tell the truth, but the library workers lie. The library branch managers or directors lie. And the public believes them because there is a natural well of trust for a public library that people have…and the libraries take advantage of that trust and exploit it in order to tell the public things that are just not true.

At Mount Greenwood, a mother who was concerned about a man sexually arousing himself near children was told that nothing could be done about that. In reality, the radical Leftists who run the public libraries in a large part of Chicago have a strange ideological bent to not WANT to do anything to stop such behavior (even though it is against the law). Here are 5 simple things you can do if you ever encounter something like this happening at your local library (note that you have to assume that library staff are going to lie to you, which is a sad fact when dealing with these radical Leftists who currently control our library system):

1. If you see sexual activity in a library, immediately dial 911 and ask for the police to come because you have spotted someone engaging in sexual activity in public. Do not bother going to library staff with this until you have called the cops and they are on the way. The library staff will most likely lie to you anyway, or they will warn the guy engaging in the sexual activity and he will get away before the police come. Sadly, time after time it is proven that you just can't trust library staffers to do the right thing in these situations.

2. Take video on your cellphone of the person and what they are doing. Call the cops first so that they are on the way and then start videoing. Take still photos too if you can, but the video is best. You might even catch library staffers on video trying to help the man get away or impede the police or even harass you for calling the police. The library staff will be on the side of the person who was engaged in sexual activity in the library: they will be AGAINST a parent who has spotted this activity and reported it.

3. When the police arrive on the scene, assist them in identifying the man and make it be clear that you are willing to sign a complaint and provide them all the information about what happened. You can email the video you took or the photos you took to the police later, as they will give you an officer's email address. You might also be asked to go down to the station to make a report and provide the police with a copy of your video/photos to enter into evidence. Do not expect the police officers to know the law. Beat cops and patrolmen don't know much about the law and they don't often know how to handle situations. Ask to speak to a Lieutenant and communicate that what you saw was someone arousing himself sexually at a computer in a
Public library (or whatever other sexual activity you saw). Tell the police that you believe what you witnessed was lewd conduct in public, particularly around children. Insist on a report being made.

4. Only after dealing with the police should you really speak to library staff, if at all. The library staff just can't be trusted to do the right thing in situations like this. When there is a problem involving sex in a library, the library goes immediately into "crisis management mode" or "crisis communications mode": this means they approach this problem from a Public Relations perspective, not a community safety or child protection perspective. The library will lie, even to the police, about what happened. Library staff will claim that they saw nothing, that the person behaving sexually was "mentally challenged" in some way and so his behavior was innocent and not sexual, or the library will immediately start efforts to attack the person who witnessed the incident. Destroying the messenger is a key initial strategy for the "crisis manager" assigned to the library. This could be someone already on staff (at bigger and more affluent libraries) or it could be someone who is sent by the American Library Association to assist with damage control. Libraries receive training from the ALA specifically on how to attack the public, discredit witnesses, and keep sexual incidents from being reported when they occur in libraries. It's a very political operation with strategies straight out of the Democrats' beloved Alinsky Playbook.

5. Spread word of what you witnessed on social media as soon as you can. Know that your "local media" or "news media" will be on the Library's side and will try to kill this story. They don't want people knowing about the dangers to children in public libraries. That's bad for the Left, and the people who work in the "news media" or the "local media' will never do anything willingly that hurts Democrats or the Left (but I repeat myself). So, know that reporters will try to discredit you or "kill the messenger" and all reporters should be seen as being on the same team as the Library (which is in opposition to the parent and community and the children impacted by all this). Never, ever do interviews with the media: they will twist what you say, cut you into sound bytes out of context, etc. Only do live radio interviews. TV journalists are the worst of the worst...and they will try to paint you as just another in a long line of parents who witnessed sexual behavior going on in a public library (but the media will try to say you are a prude who just does not like sex and the library is the most wonderful place in the world for not standing in the way of "information"...which is how the "local media" chooses to describe men arousing themselves sexually in public and not being stopped by public employees like those found in a library). Print reporters from newspapers or magazines should only be dealt with via email, so you can have a written record of all questions they ask you and your response. Do not speak to them in person or on the phone because they will misquote you or will lie about what you said...and if you do not have them busted in emails then you will have no way to prove how much they lie.
A parent witnessing sexual behavior happening in a public library is immediately thrust into a situation where the Library-and-Media combine together to try to attack and discredit the parent. They do a blitzkrieg, where they try to drive away the person complaining and discourage louder complaint. They want to make the experience punishing, so that other parents do not complain when they see something like this as well. All of this is very strategic. If people are not scared away from complaining, then word would get out about what's really going on in all these libraries and at some point someone in government would be forced to do something about it. The American Library Association is financially dependent on the sway it holds over various local libraries, especially in Chicagoland (since the ALA is based in Chicago). There is a pressing need for these libraries to destroy a critic at the very beginning and scare the parents away...because otherwise word spreads about what happened in the library and the ALA has a harder time doing "crisis management" and "damage control".

This is very similar to how something like McDonald's or another fast food company would respond if a rat was found in a burger or something else horrifying. They'd swoop in to mitigate the damage to the brand name. Libraries are public entities that unfortunately have been co-opted by the private entity known as the American Library Association. This is an organization that is funded for political purposes by George Soros and other radicals on the Left; their goal is to "transform communities by transforming libraries" and a big part of that is sexualizing children and normalizing a world where men arousing themselves and masturbating in public is commonplace. What the ALA wants to achieve is a society where sex between children and adult is normalized and a wedge is driven between parents and children, where the basic family structure is destroyed. Remember that the Left realized long ago that America was too powerful to ever be destroyed by an outside force, so the country had to be weakened and destroyed from the inside. This is where libraries today come in: the ALA seeks to undermine parents and alienate children from their moms and dads or guardians by creating sexual environments in public libraries where childhoods are stolen and replaced with a sick, dangerous environment where it's commonplace for men to be arousing themselves sexually in broad day light and in the open (just steps from where children are playing or trying to enjoy this public facility).

This has been going on for many years, since a depraved woman by the name of Judith Krug (from the ACLU) came to power in the American Library Association and used the Orwellian-sounding "Office of Intellectual Freedom" to push for the endangerment and sexualization of children in America's public libraries.

While younger library workers (Gen-X and below) aren't dyed-in-the-wool acolytes of Judith Krug or the ALA, the majority of people on library boards or in library administration are ideologically radical Baby Boomers who are politically and emotionally committed to Judith Krug's ideal that "librarians should not protect children" and that children should be exposed to sexual situations at a young age in order for familial bonds to be weakened and for the children to be more easily swayed to the messaging of the Left.
In a lot of ways Judith Krug as a figure was reminiscent of the witch in Hansel & Gretel, in that she wanted libraries to lure children inside the buildings with all the colorful children's programming and other treats…but when the children got inside, there would be all sorts of sexual dangers waiting for them and library staff would actively thwart any police or community efforts to stop this.

Though Judith Krug died in 2009, her ghost still haunts public libraries today…and will continue to haunt them as long as the Baby Boomer radicals and acolytes of hers maintain control of the public library system.

Be vigilant about what you see happening in a public library!

Call the police and do not trust what the library staff tells you as the truth!

Know that the library staff are against parents and want to side with the sex offenders!

Remember that the News Media is corrupt and believes its role is to take the library's side against parents every time!